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Abstract 
Alghero (Cat. l’Alguer), a north-western coastal town in Sardinia, is a Catalan-speaking linguistic enclave. Nowadays the island 
belongs to Italy, but in medieval times it was part of the Arago-Catalan Crown. Three main codes coexist in Alghero: the traditional 
local Catalan variety, named Alguerès; Sardinian, as a result of successive waves of immigrants from the surrounding area and from 
the inner island; and Italian, since it is the official language of the Republic. Both social and family multilingualism are common. 
Currently Alguerès is subject to overwhelming pressure towards language shift. Actually, the issue to be explained should be not 
shift but maintenance: why and how have people in Alghero retained their language for so long? Immigrant Sardinians have needed 
to learn Catalan in Alghero, but at the same time they have introduced Sardinian into the town. Permeability and cleavages, then, can 
be the focus of research on different dimensions: generational, socioeconomic, ethnolinguistic, and language loyalties, among others. 
Here, we focus on intergenerational cleavages and bonds, and their consequences for language regression or progression and, 
ultimately, for language disappearance or revitalization. Generational differences related to access to the local language, language 
disruption or recovery, and language loyalties will be examined. 
Résumé 
L’Alghero (cat. l’Alguer), une ville côtière du nord-ouest de la Sarde, est une enclave de langue catalane. De nos jours l’île est 
administrée par l’Italie, mais au Moyen Âge elle faisait partie de la Couronne arago-catalane. Trois codes principaux existent à 
l’Alghero: le vernaculaire catalan appelé l’alguères; le sarde, résultat de vagues successives d’immigrants des zones avoisinantes et 
de l’intérieur de l’île; et l’italien en tant que langue officielle de la République. Le multilinguisme social ainsi que familial sont 
communs. Actuellement, la question à considérer devrait être celle du maintien de langue plutôt que du changement de langue: 
pourquoi, et comment la population de l’Alghero a-t-elle retenu sa langue pendant si longtemps? Les immigrants sardes ont eu besoin 
d’apprendre le catalan à l’Alghero, mais en même temps ils ont introduit le sarde à la ville. La perméabilité et les ruptures peuvent 
donc être l’objet des recherches sur plusieurs dimensions: générationnelle, socioéconomique, ethnolinguistique et loyautés 
linguistiques, entre autres. Nous ciblons ici les ruptures et les liens intergénérationnels et leurs conséquences pour le rétrécissement 
ou la progression de la langue mais, en fin de compte, sa disparition ou sa revivification. Des différences générationnelles avec un 
rapport à l’accès à la langue locale, la disruption de la langue et les allégeances linguistiques seront examinées. 
Introduction 
Alghero (Cat. l’Alguer), a town on the north-western 
coast of Sardinia in the Mediterranean Sea, is a Catalan-
speaking enclave. Nowadays the island of Sardinia 
belongs to Italy, but it was part of the medieval Arago-
Catalan kingdom from when it was conquered in 1353. 
As a consequence of revolts against the Crown, the 
inhabitants of Alghero were expelled and the town was 
repopulated by colonists coming from various Catalan-
speaking areas. The Catalonians brought their language 
to Alghero, and maintained it. Later on, at different 
stages, Sardinians began to move from the neighbouring 
villages into Alghero to earn a living, bringing with 
them new cultural practices and a new language while at 
the same time learning the Alguerès variety. The two 
groups came into contact and gradually started merging. 
This explains how Catalan was kept as the traditional 
language in Alghero and how it acquired distinctive 
grammatical and phonetic features as well as lexical 
forms. 
If we take a brief look at the Catalan linguistic area, it 
comes as no surprise that Alguerès turns to be its most 
singular territorial variety,52 since Alghero is the only 
place where Catalan comes into contact with two other 
Romance languages – Sardinian and Italian – as well as, 
occasionally, other Italian varieties (Genovese, Sicilian 
and Neapolitan).53 
This article is grounded in data from ethnographically-
based research projects conducted in recent years during 
several separate periods of fieldwork. The instruments 
of research were semi-guided interviews and 
                                                          
52
 Another candidate to be considered: “the most singular” 
variety of Catalan is “Catalan Gypsy”, which is not always 
considered by dialectologists or in linguistic atlases. On 
“Catalan Gypsy”, see Escudero (2004). 
53
 See Caria (1995, 1996) for an argument on the 
“Mediterranean” flavour of Alguerès.  On the linguistic 
diversity of Sardinia, see Bolognesi & Heeringa (2005). 
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spontaneous conversation. The former were conducted 
with lay people as well as actors in the local cultural and 
political life. A great number of interviews were held 
among lay people by a team of three interviewers: a 
native speaker of a non-Romance European language, a 
speaker of Standard Catalan, and a member of the local 
community who is a speaker of Alguerès, Sardinian and 
Italian. Interviews were conducted in Italian, more-or-
less standard Catalan, and the local Catalan variety 
Alguerès. It is to be supposed that the involvement of a 
local interviewer helped to an extent in lessening the 
effects of the observer paradox. Most of the examples 
provided here are taken from interviews recorded in 
September 2009. 
Up to the early 1960s, the local variety of Catalan was 
spoken by inhabitants of Alghero and learned by 
newcomers. Codes built out of various language sources 
emerge in the data, at times indexing local language 
ideologies. People in Alghero display multilingualism 
and heteroglossia in everyday life, and this fact is 
responsible for their language awareness and their 
metalinguistic and metapragmatic knowledge, i.e., for 
language reflexivity. 
Post-war Generational Language 
Discontinuity 
Multilingualism pervades social life both on the street 
and at home. A case in point appears in Example Text 1, 
the witness of a man in his early sixties. 
Example Text 1 
Bé, ió tenc 62 anys, só nat a l’Alguer, en casa lo 
babu i la mama parlaven entre ellos en alguerès, 
també si eren de llengua diferenta: la mama parlava 
el sard, anzi parlava lo nurrés (allò que se parla, 
sasserès, de la part confinant fra lo municipi de 
Sàsser i lo municipi de l’Alguer); també teniva iaio i 
iaia materna que estaven en casa amb mosaltres, 
també ellos parlaven entre ellos en sard logudorés; 
i també una zia, sempre germana de la mama que 
parlava en sasserès; quan elles parlaven amb els 
pares parlaven en sard, en logudorès, quan 
parlaven entre elles parlaven en sasserès, diem 
nurrès, quan parlaven amb el babu parlaven, la 
mama i ma zia, en alguerès. Se són trobats una vida 
un poc complicada quan són nats los fills. I 
aleshores també per això, ma no sol per això, han 
parlat amb mosaltres en italià. 
Well, I’m 62 years old and I was born in Alghero. 
My parents spoke Alguerès to each other, although 
their mother tongues were different: mother spoke 
Sardinian, Nurrés to be precise (the language 
variety spoken on the border between Alghero and 
Sassari); my grandparents from my mum’s side 
also lived with us, and they also spoke Sardinian to 
each other; my aunt (my mum’s sister) spoke 
Sasserès; when they spoke with their parents, they 
spoke Sardinian; when they spoke to each other, 
they spoke Sasserès; and when my mum and my 
aunt spoke to father, they did it in Alguerès.  
[Speaker_014_M62] 
As the text shows, three generations of a family lived 
together and their linguistic abilities and communicative 
usages were rather complex due to the origins of the 
members and their personal interactions. We conclude 
that this was a Sardinian family in whose interactions 
different dialects crisscrossed. Moreover, a second-
generation woman – the speaker’s mother – was married 
to a Catalan-speaking man – the speaker’s father, thus 
Catalan not only came into close contact with Sardinian 
at home, but turned out to be the usual language of 
communication between husband and wife, as well as 
between husband and sister-in-law. At least passive if 
not active multilingualism was the family norm. 
However, neither Sardinian nor Catalan was passed on 
to the next generation (that of the speaker), since Italian 
superseded the local languages. Surprisingly, the 
speaker asserts that this choice was made in order to 
mitigate this family language complexity, that is, the 
choice of Italian is presented as a “solution” – indeed, a 
“neutralization” – of language diversity at home; 
whereas actually, it increased the “problem”. In spite of 
this, the speaker’s parents’ choice is immediately 
rationalized as being due to the politics of the post-war 
period, school policy, and the connotations of local 
Catalan as a stigmatized language, namely a variety 
associated with poverty: 
Example Text 2 
I aleshores també per això, ma no sol per això, han 
parlat amb mosaltres en italià. Era el temps després 
de la guerra, era el temps a on la...lo parlar en italià 
als fills era vist també com un moment de promoció 
social, considerat...perquè era...l’alguerès era 
considerada una llengua proba, una llengua de 
probes. Per tant lo primer pas per enriquir o per 
trende esparàncies de millorament era parlar amb 
els fills en italià. Després hi era l’escola on era 
absolutament vietat parlar en alguerès.  
And then, also because of that, but not only 
because of that, they decided to speak to us in 
Italian. That was the post-war period, the time 
when...speaking Italian with the children was 
perceived as a form of social improvement, because 
Alguerès was considered a poor language, the 
language of the poor people. So the first step to get 
richer or somehow to be able to hope for a better 
future was to speak Italian to the children. Then, 
there was the school where it was absolutely 
forbidden to speak Alguerès.  
[Speaker 014_M62] 
The conditions for serious language shift were about to 
emerge at that time as a result of a complex of co-
occurring social changes and their local perception, as 
well as the spread of a hegemonic nationalistic discourse 
and praxis inducing new, previously unknown 
communicative practices. Hegemonic discourse and 
praxis notwithstanding, Speaker 014, as most children 
of his generation, was exposed to Catalan at home and 
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learned Catalan outside, as it was needed to interact with 
his playmates in the street: 
Example Text 3 
El meu diem aprenatge de l’alguerès, el meu 
aprendiment de l’alguerès és estat sobretot en 
aqueixes discussió que el babu i la mama feven, ma 
sobretot al carrer, quan teniva de jugar amb els 
altros. Quan teniva de jugar amb els altros era 
obligatori en aquell temps saber parlar l’alguerès, 
perquè no hi havia altra possibilitat: o eres...o 
parlaves l’alguerès o eres una mica emarginat.  
My, let us say, learning…of Alguerès, my learning 
of Alguerès has been largely based on these 
discussions between dad and mum, but mainly in 
the street, when I had to play with the other 
children. When I had to play with the other children 
it was necessary at that time to know how to 
speak Alguerès, since there was no other choice: 
either you were...either you spoke Alguerès or you 
were left a bit on the sidelines.  
[Speaker 014_M62] 
This description of facts is recurrent as an explanation of 
both the familial break in language reproduction and its 
natural reversal outside the home domain. People of this 
post-war generation whose parents did not transmit 
Alguerès at home – either because of disruption or 
because they did not know the language – learned 
Alguerès outside home spontaneously in a natural 
context. Let us call them “older new-speakers”.54 
Familial Language Discontinuity and  
the Role of the Elders 
Dorian (1981: 107-108) notes that “a strong attachment 
to some kinsperson other than the parents in the first or 
– especially – second ascending generation” facilitates 
potential speakers’ choice of minority language. 
Grandparents then play a role in language maintenance/ 
revival. Indeed, since grandparents (still fluent speakers 
of the heritage language) tend to be empathetic with 
their grandchildren (who are close to the status of semi-
speakers or non-speakers), frequent interaction with one 
another provides a source for grandchildren’s natural 
exposure to the language – and to a traditional form of 
it. Empathetic involvement and close contact make it 
easier for children to acquire language competence as 
well as language awareness, and occasionally to develop 
admiration for the language:  
Example Text 4 
...la influència dels avis, per exemple, pot haver estat 
important en aquest sentit? 
Segur, segur, segur...perquè amb els avis tu ja els 
saps els néts […] els néts tenen en el confrontes de 
                                                          
54
 On the concept of “new-speaker”, see O’Rourke and 
Ramallo (2011, 2013). On the concept “older new-speaker” vs. 
“younger new-speaker” in Alghero, see Argenter (2012). 
l’avi una veneració i si els avis te parlen en una 
certa manera eh! màxim respecte i màxim 
consideració. Per això...això és estat un aspecte 
important, que és un aspecte important encara avui 
on(t) hi és estada l’interrupció generacional que 
encara...en alguns àmbits on els joves ja amb els 
pares i els pares entre ellos parlen italià, però si és 
present encara la, la, la...algú dels avis, la llengua 
és encara una llengua que ve vista amb afecte, 
consideració i amb una certa positivitat nels 
confrontes de la llengua....de l’alguerés. I això és un 
aspecte, entre molts altros aspectes, que ha tengut 
la seva importància aquí.  
Have grandparents contributed to language learning? 
Absolutely...grandchildren have for grandparents 
such great veneration so that, if the grandparents use 
a certain language – hey! Great respect and great 
consideration. So...this has been an important aspect, 
which is still important today when the break in the 
intergenerational transmission of Catalan is a fact 
and even...in certain families where Italian is by far 
the most dominant language: if some of the 
grandparents are still alive, the language is 
perceived with affection, consideration and with 
some positive connotations. And this is something 
that has been of great importance here. 
[Speaker 013_M63] 
Indeed, not only positive attitudes towards the local 
language, but also its learning and use are favoured by 
frequent interaction with grandparents. This was so in 
the past and is still so nowadays in few cases (see 
Example Text 5), though this behavioural pattern is 
progressively more and more uncommon, as illustrated 
by two girls born ten years later in Example Text 6. 
Example Text 5 
Ton pare I ta mare de on són?  
La mama i el babu són de l’Alguer 
I ton pare i ta mare com parlen?  
En casa, amb mosaltros, en italià, amb los germans 
i amb la gent de fors en alguerès.  
I fra ellos?  
En alguerès.  
Sempre en alguerès?  
Sí.  
I l’alguerès a on l’has imparat?  
Del iaio. Mon iaio m’ha sempre parlat en alguerès.  
I tu hi parlaves en alguerès?  
Sí. 
Where are your parents from?  
Alghero.  
What language do they speak?  
At home [they speak] with us in Italian; [they 
speak] with their siblings and with other people 
in Alguerès.  
And to each other?  
Alguerès.  
Always?  
Yes.  
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Where did you learn Alguerès?  
From my grandfather. He has always spoken to 
me in Alguerès.  
And did you replied to him in Alguerès?  
Yes.  
[Speaker 031_W27] 
Example Text 6 
E con i nonni un po’ di algherese lo parlate?  
Sí, se capita, sí. Ma piú che altro 
sul...eerr...scherzando, capito?  
 [Speaker 033]: Magari...le frastumie. [laughs]  
Non seriamente...[laughs]...una conversazione 
seria…! [laughs]  
And what about with your grandparents, do you 
speak a little Alguerès with them?  
Yes, it may happen. But most of all...to make jokes, 
do you understand?  
Maybe swear words. [laughs]  
Not seriously... [laughs] ...a serious conversation…! 
[laughs]  
[Speakers 032_W17, 033_W16] 
However, the relevance of the link between 
grandparents and grandchildren is not just a matter of 
fact but, whether explicitly or not, is perceived and 
suggested by speaker in Example Text 6 – a young man 
concerned with language revitalization – as a strategy of 
language policy/planning as well as a resource for the 
reversal of the break in language transmission by the 
parents’ generation. It is a matter of reconstructing “the 
intergenerational link”. 
Example Text 7 
[...] ens hem de reconstruir aquest enllaç perquè, 
ara per exemple, els meus avis s’han mort i és clar, 
ió he aprés d’ells, però els avis són uns recursos 
deteriorables, però aprofitables. Doncs hem 
d’involuclar-los i fer de manera que ens donin tot 
el que puguin donar-nos perquè si de cop i volta 
demà fóssim només la generació dels trenta anys 
com la meva tindríem moltes dificultats perquè 
haurem perdut tota una memòria històrica de...per 
exemple l’àvia de la meva xicota és analfabeta en 
italià, pagesa, analfabeta en italià [...] és algueresa 
al cent per cent i [...] parla un alguerès poquíssim 
italianitzat amb poques influències [...] i ió cada 
vegada que puc anar-hi hi vaig i intento escoltar 
perquè de vegades aprenc una paraula nova, una 
nova manera de diure, o un proverbi...però aquesta 
senyora també té 90 anys vull dir i doncs... 
 […] we should reconstruct this link because, for 
instance, my grandparents died and that’s true, I 
learned from that point that grandparents as 
resources may deteriorate, but you can take 
advantage of them. So, we should involve them and 
provide a way for them to give us all that they can 
give us, since if suddenly tomorrow there only 
remains our own thirty year-old generation, we will 
be left in a difficult situation, since we will have lost 
an entire historical memory of…for instance, my 
girlfriend’s grandmother is illiterate in Italian, 
peasant, illiterate in Italian […] she is one 
hundred per cent Algueresa and […] she speaks 
an Italian-influence-free Alguerès […] and every 
time I can go there I go and try to listen to her 
since sometimes I learn a new word, a new way of 
speaking or a proverb, but this lady is ninety 
years old too…and so, I mean...  
 Speaker 016_H30] 
“Boundaries” between elder and younger generations 
are considered not so much as cleavages, but as zones 
where the most relevant contact is produced and a new 
management of resources arises in such a way that this 
contact helps overcoming language discontinuity; 
although this does not necessarily mean reversing 
language shift. 
Passing on Oral Genres 
Speaker 016 raises the issue above not only of language 
shift, but of the loss of oral culture: “a new word, a new 
way of speaking or a proverb”. Oral genres are relevant 
instances of these traditional ways of speaking that will 
become lost unless young people are able to get elders 
involved, since it is in their hearts that this repository of 
genre types and tokens is stored and by their mouths that 
these are uttered.   
Let us turn to Speaker 046 below: she is asked for her 
knowledge and use of traditional prayers in Alguerès.  
Example text 8 
A Vostè ne sap de preghieres en alguerès?  
No. La sabiva una, ma no me n’arrecord.  
Però quan vostè era petita se dieven les oracions en 
alguerès?  
No. A mi no me n’han dit mai. Sempre en italià. 
Invece hi era la iaia que les dieva, ma a mi me són 
esfugides aqueixes...aqueixa preghieres. Les sap un 
amic meu. M’ha dit: «jo l’he cultivada sempre, que 
ma iaia, petit, era sempre en casa, i cada nit -- també 
grans -- mos dieva: die-vos la preghiera no sep com 
la...». Me l’ha dit també l’altra volta que só anada a 
me fer els cabells. I m’ha dit que se la diu cada nit 
ell. «Me la dic en alguerès com me l’ha emparada la 
iaia». Invece de diure l’Ave Maria .. ecco. No. Se la 
diu en alguerès. I és bella. Michele la sap. Ma jo a 
Mario menester que hi digui que me l’escrivi. Me la 
fas escriure i quan tornes...ja hi dic: «Mario me tens 
de fer un plaer… ». 
Do you know prayers in Alguerès?  
No, I knew one of them, but I cannot remember… 
But, when you were a child did people say their 
prayers in Alguerès?  
No. They were never said around me. Always in 
Italian. However, there was my grandma who said 
them, but these...these prayers fled away from my 
heart. A friend of mine knows them. He told me: “I 
always cultivated it, ’cause when I was a child my 
grandma always stayed at home, and every night she 
said – also to adults: say your prayer. I don’t know 
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how…”. He recounted this another time when I went 
to have my hair done. And he told me that he says 
the prayer every night, he...“I said my prayer in 
Alguerès as I learned it from my grandma”. Instead 
of saying the Ave Maria…that’s it. No, he says it in 
Alguerès. And how beautiful it is. Michele knows it. 
But I must tell Mario to tell him to write it down for 
me. Have it written for me when you come 
back...Already I am telling him: “Mario, you have to 
oblige me…”  
[Speaker 046_W74] 
Other traditional genres are found and occasionally 
instances have been collected: traditional lyrics, church 
songs, Holy Week performances, proverbs, sayings, and 
so on. One might argue that these traditional genres 
would get lost anyway, since their loss is due to a trend 
of adaptation to a modern, secular, urban-style way of 
life. This may be true, and one might or might not regret 
it, but the issue is concerning new genres that may 
appear among youngsters, even the transformation of 
the old ones, conveyed in Catalan or Italian (or mixed). 
The idea of getting older people involved in language 
revitalization is not a bizarre one. Indeed, it is 
reminiscent of the master-apprentice method of 
language learning in revitalization processes developed 
by Leanne Hinton (Hinton 2002, Hinton & Hale 2001). 
This method is based on a pairing of an older fluent 
speaker (the master) and a younger semi-speaker or non-
speaker (the apprentice) of the traditional language in 
such a way that learning takes place not in formal 
schooling, but in one-to-one communication in natural 
everyday contexts. The method has been extended to 
indigenous communities in Canada, the United States 
and Mexico. In practice, it is hard to follow and it 
demands great determination by both participants to be 
active in the language. Would this fit in with a 
“modernized” society such as that of Alghero? In spite 
of speaker 016’s suggestion, I am skeptical about 
responses from those who would be potential main 
actors of master-apprentice learning.  
An area still to be explored has to do more with jobs 
than age. The use of local Catalan is still strong among 
people working in certain jobs, for instance fishermen 
and construction workers, and occasionally some young 
people take advantage of it. In fact, this is a highly 
natural context where a “master-apprentice” social 
relationship has definite linguistic importance. But this 
rather restricted case cannot be applied beyond those 
involved in the job. 
As soon as family language transmission is broken, and 
the influence of grandparents is limited or removed, 
Alghero young people willing to learn the traditional 
language have no choice other than formal education. I 
dealt above with “older new-speakers”, and I applied 
this term as a label for those post-war generation 
children to whom the language was not transmitted at 
home, but who spontaneously acquired it in the street 
from their playmates, that is, in a natural context. So 
what is at stake here is not a matter of competence – as 
is the case in Dorian’s and other scholars’ work and 
terminology on language death – but of the way 
traditional language is accessed. Older new-speakers 
accessed the language from their playmates in a natural 
context. The need for learning the local language and 
their source of learning made children fairly fluent if not 
native speakers. The social use of local Catalan was still 
high at that time, so that the investment made in 
language learning had an immediate return in terms of 
socialization among playmates, and a long-term one 
beyond that age, into adult life. Now, “younger new-
speakers” in Alghero – including more often than not 
the older new-speakers’ offspring – learned, or learn 
Catalan in a formal context: not yet in their school years 
as a general case, since Catalan is still excluded from 
public school-teaching on a regular basis, but in adult 
schools. Adult schools have been in operation for a long 
time, but their impact in terms of making Alguerès an 
“unmarked” language choice has not been evaluated. 
These young people have made a personal and 
conscious choice to acquire Catalan. Obviously, this is 
not the choice made by many other young people. 
Moreover, some relevant issues should be considered: 
(i) whether or to what extent younger new-speakers will 
succeed in the endeavor; (ii) to what extent will they use 
Alguerès in everyday life, in as many contexts as 
possible and with as many people as possible; and an 
even more critical issue is (iii) whether or not they will 
pass the language on to their offspring. 
In most cases, younger new-speakers’ decisions to 
enroll in courses in an adult school to learn the local 
language is an act of language loyalty (Weinreich 1953 
[1970]). The answers to the questions raised above are 
in some ways dependent on language loyalty as well as 
on the evolution of the sociolinguistic situation, since 
the use of a language improves or has a greater chance 
of succeeding in a favorable social and cultural context. 
Some scholars as well as lay people in Alghero are 
skeptical on this point, or straightforwardly pessimistic. 
The case is that most speakers in Alghero manifest a 
generalized positive attitude towards the maintenance of 
Alguerès, but relinquish their responsibility to achieve 
this aim to “the other” – a behavior that has been 
deemed “emotional language loyalty” (Chessa 2011), 
and characterized in terms of a “politically correct 
discourse” (Simon 2010). Chessa understands the notion 
as “an unbalanced relationship between what the 
speakers say and their actual behaviour” (Chessa 2011: 
266). Has Alghero reached the point of no return, which 
is suddenly followed by language “tip”, in Dorian’s 
sense (1986)? 
The answer to this question goes far beyond the 
grandparent-grandchild relationship. There is agreement 
about the fact that for the language to survive efforts 
towards language revitalization should be planned and 
implemented by political and local authorities as well as 
by civil society. In this sense, efforts are made by local 
cultural associations and political bodies. 
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Additional Notes on Language 
Revitalization Efforts 
When considering language revitalization efforts in 
Alghero one should take account of top-down and 
bottom-up measures, besides the reconstitution of 
“natural continuity” between generations. For one thing, 
the post-war Italian Republic Constitution (1948) 
recognized Sardinia as an autonomous region, and 
contained an article devoted to the protection of 
(language) minorities. This binding legislation was not 
developed until fifty years later, when in 1998 the 
Italian Parliament passed an act on the protection of 
minorities. Previously, the Regional Parliament had 
passed an act on the protection and revalorization of 
Sardinian language and culture – as well as Catalan in 
Alghero – in 1997. The latter was passed with no budget 
assigned, and it addressed the preservation of Sardinian 
intangible heritage rather than the promotion of actual 
language use. Anyway, as has been noted in many 
places, legal measures by themselves assure neither the 
revitalizing of a language nor the reversal of language 
shift. 
Bottom-up initiatives have been run mainly by cultural 
associations and language activists working for the 
promotion of traditional culture and language through 
cultural activities, teacher training, language teaching, 
publishing activities, and so on. Catalan is partly used 
by local authorities or political representatives in the 
town hall and by priests in the church: mass, prayers and 
preaching. Recently a “language bureau” has been 
opened by the Municipality. There is a private school in 
the town practicing a multilingual education policy, 
including teaching of Alguerès. The public school-
system does not include teaching Alguerès in the 
curriculum, though outside the official schedule some 
teachers teach Alguerès to the children on a voluntary 
basis. As long as this situation lasts and as long as 
young people are concerned with language maintenance, 
adult schools make sense and provide for the learning of 
local language. 
New phenomena are emerging, such as tourism from the 
peninsular Catalan language community. Indeed, as of a 
few years ago, scheduled connection by airline and by 
seaway are available. As a consequence, the local 
language is endowed with economic value, and many 
young people learn Catalan aiming to work in tourism. 
Young boys and young girls who usually speak Italian 
use Catalan when dealing with Catalan tourists. As 
bizarre as it may seem, and according to one of the 
narratives in the interviews, it has occasionally 
happened that “suddenly” local age-mates who always 
spoke Italian to each other discovered their respective 
ability to speak Alguerès when serving Catalan clients. 
In the best possible interpretation, this is a sign of 
language visibility and, occasionally, language recovery. 
Notwithstanding, this can also be viewed as a sign that 
whereas standard Catalan is viewed as an asset, local 
Catalan is still perceived as a stigmatized variety. 
Besides state, regional and local institutions, another 
political agent is to be taken into account: the Catalonian 
Government. Moreover, Catalan language advocates and 
activists devote themselves to language promotion in 
Alghero. I will not touch on these matters here, since 
they require an understanding of complex dynamics in 
the political and cultural life of the town. Let us say that 
two extreme points of view are held when dealing with 
what some locals perceive as a “code-conflict”: the gap 
between “standard” Catalan and local Catalan is either 
maximized, or it is minimized. Stressing the local 
peculiarities and avoiding common solutions enhances – 
apparently – an ideology of language equivalent to 
“linguistic isolationism” (Bucholtz 2003: 404), or so it 
seems. According to this author, this ideology holds as it 
basic tenet that “the most authentic language is removed 
from and unaffected by other influences, and thus the 
most authentic speaker belongs to a well-defined, static, 
and relatively homogeneous social grouping that is 
closed to the outside.” Those who appear to hold this 
language ideology in Alghero are selective, since – with 
sound judgment – historical Sardinian influences are not 
avoided. After all, these are part of the local Catalan. 
The conflict emerges between local Catalan and other 
varieties of Catalan, mainly central Catalan (i.e., the 
area including Barcelona, which is the basis for the 
standard form of the language). This ideology competes 
with an opposing local ideology of language whose 
proponents support a “Pan-Catalan” view of their 
language. The members of both groups are more fluent 
in standard Catalan than the average person. 
Let us finish this report by stating that it is up to the 
local population, whatever their age and whatever their 
origin, to take responsibility for reversing language shift 
and for maintaining local Catalan. The Catalan 
community abroad may help, but it is up to local 
speakers and non-speakers to decide whether their 
traditional language is to be revitalized and to thrive, or 
whether language shift to Italian is to be completed and 
Alguerès given up. It is up to them to decide whether 
Sardinian-Italian-Catalan multilingualism or Catalan-
Italian bilingualism is to be additional or transitional. 
The pressure of national policy is not irrelevant, but the 
juridical context is already established. Therefore, the 
development of language planning and policy is partly 
in the hands of regional and local authorities, and first 
and foremost is subject to the will of the local 
community. 
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